FREEDOM
IN EXPRESSION
The murals you see in this book result from an incredible amount of work, craft, creativity, and passion from phenomenal artists in Tucson, Phoenix, and Chicago.

**SENTROCK**
Joseph Perez, best known as “Sentrock” is a self-taught street artist. Sentrock witnessed street art as a form of expression, birthing his interest to pick a spray can and continue his artistic voice. His early works were developed from graffiti writing in Mexican-American neighborhoods.

@sentrock
www.sentrock.com

**ALONSO DELGADILLO**
Alonso Delgadillo is an international artist based in the Sonoran Desert in Tucson, Arizona. He is interested in providing evidence of the popular culture that surrounds him.

City: Tucson, AZ
Located: MGM Design
@alonsodelgadillo
www.alonsodelgadillo.com

**JESSICA GONZALES**
Jessica Gonzales is a Tucson based painter, muralist, and designer whose vision and personal voice can be seen and heard clearly through both her works on canvas and on the walls she paints as a muralist.

City: Tucson, AZ
Located: Barrio Viejo
@jessicagonzalesart
www.jessicagonzalesart.com

**ROCK “CYFI” MARTINEZ**
Rock “CYFI” Martinez is an International Aerosol Artist, with over 20 years experience painting large surfaces, Commercial Buildings and Private spaces.

City: Tucson, AZ
Located: Downtown Tucson
@cyfione
www.cyfiart.com

**ESTEVAN CURIEL**
Estevan Curiel is a Phoenix based artist collaging the concepts of portrait imagery and floral references together to create an iconic portrait mural.

City: Phoenix, AZ
Located: Mia’s Flower Shop
@mrmimek
www.estevancuriel.com

**AARON MARNER**
Aaron Marner is a mixed-media artist, painter, and muralist whose work focuses on creative portraits, figurative subjects, graffiti-based work, and collage, often with abstract and surreal elements.

@aaronaallen1313
www.aaronaallenart.org
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**HAILEY LOSSELYONG**
Hailey Losselyong or HML is a Chicago based visual artist with a focus on abstract female portraiture. The goal of the work is to highlight the duality of people while also making them feel good about themselves.

@hai_ey
www.hml.design

**ARIANA ENRIQUEZ**
Ariana Enriquez (she/her) is a Phoenix based artist and museum professional working in collections management. Primarily working in oil paint, Enriquez uses flowers, plants, birds and insects to explore the connections between human relationships and cycles in nature.

@ariana_a_belen
www.arianaenriquez.com

**TYSIN KRAK**
Tyson Kranck, full time artist from Phoenix. He is inspired by the southwest and other realms that are among us everyday.

City: Phoenix, AZ
Located: Roosevelt Row Arts District
@T_Kranck
www.tysonkranck.com
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Art is all over the place! Some of these murals can be found in your community, and others need your creativity to bring them to life!